BCS Global successfully renews ISO 27001 Certification for
another 3 years.
th

London, UK – 13 January 2015 – BCS Global Networks Limited, a leading worldwide provider of
managed videoconferencing, telepresence, and visual collaboration services, today announced that it
has successfully renewed ISO/IEC 27001 certification for another 3 years, which is one of the highest
internationally accepted standards for information security management. After completing a review,
BCS Global's information security management system (ISMS) continues to meet requirements for
the International Organization for Standardization certification for another 3 years.
“To achieve the renewal with no major or minor non-conformances is a credit to all involved.
Conforming to standards is only achievable if the whole company is part of it at every level,” said
Clive Sawkins, CEO of BCS Global.
In the interest of keeping information assets secure this globally recognised certification, ISO 27001,
states that BCS Global have implemented defined security policies, conducted risk assessments and
managed identified risks, selected and implemented control objectives.
The certification was granted by Lloyds Register of Quality Assurance (LRQA), a world leader in
compliance and standards assurance; after their exhaustive review of BCS Global’s Information
Security Management System (ISMS) framework, documentation and processes. In 2012 BCS Global
actively pursued, and attained accreditation of the ISO 27001 certification as it provides a high level of
assurance to our customers and suppliers that their information assets, when processed by BCS
Global are being treated in accordance with excellent business standards.
This certification is a key indicator that demonstrates BCS Global’s world-class standards to protect
vital customer data from a wide range of cyber threats and vulnerabilities that can lead to data loss. It
provides third-party verification that the company's ISMS conforms to the international standard for
information security that helps protect the integrity of customers' information assets. It also verifies
that the ISO/IEC 27001 is now an integral component of all business processes within BCS Global’s
offices and VNOCs in London, Toronto, New York, Hong Kong and Shanghai. In addition, the
ISO/IEC 27001 certification also gives BCS Global, its customers, shareholders and partners added
confidence that BCS Global subscribes to the best information security practices in the industry.
BCS will now continue to improve their processes and procedures and ensure certification this year
against the new version of the standard known as ISO27001:2013, as well as incorporating further
alignment and accreditation to government standards such as PSN and GCloud.

Certificate Details
Certificate number: LRQ 4006642
Valid from: 8 February 2015
Expiration Date: 7 February 2018
Scope Statement: Information Security relating to the provision of managed video conferencing and
collaboration services in accordance with version 1.n of the Statement of Applicability.
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What is ISO/IEC 27001?
ISO/IEC 27001 requires that management:





Systematically examine the organization's information security risks, taking account of the
threats, vulnerabilities and impacts;
Design and implement a coherent and comprehensive suite of information security controls
and/or other forms of risk treatment (such as risk avoidance or risk transfer) to address those
risks that are deemed unacceptable; and
Adopt an overarching management process to ensure that the information security controls
continue to meet the organization's information security needs on an ongoing basis

About BCS Global
BCS Global Networks Ltd is a leading worldwide provider of managed videoconferencing,
telepresence and visual collaboration services. BCS Global’s innovative video communications and
telepresence solutions allow end-users to communicate on a reliable service; any time, any place,
regardless of location, time, network or device.
Headquartered in the UK, with offices in New York, Toronto, Shanghai and Hong Kong, BCS Global
has a range of customers in over 85 countries across the globe. All customers receive the best-inclass solutions that enable them to evolve their use of visual communications.
For further information on BCS Global, please visit www.bcsglobal.com or connect with BCS Global
on YouTube, LinkedIn and Twitter.
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